
CHAPTER VI 

Involvement of Women 

Culture is connected' witli tlie sou£ ana not 
witli tlie s~ 

Riijasekhara 
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The generally accepted view of the scholars is that the women were the 

Erst to attain the knowledge of agriculture
1

. It was only after the 

domestication of cattle and invention of plough, which came much later, 

that women were liberated from the toil of cultivation. In most of the 

provinces in India the popular practice still now is, while ploughing is 

done by man, it is the woman who follows behind, and drops the seed in 

the furrows. Ritchie Calder's depiction of women's role in the 

development of agriculture may help us to have a glimpse of the whole 

process. It is said 'When one comes to think of civilization, it is pretty 

obvious that Women not Man was the innovator who lald the 

foundations of our civilization. While the men went hunting, the woman 

was the guardian of the fire and pretty certainly. the first maker of 

pottery. It was she who went picking the wild berries and nuts and seeds 

and who went poking with sticks to unearth the edible roots. In the 

mother to daughter tradition, the knowledge of plants born of long 

observation led the women to experiment in cultivation. Biologically. 

woman was more observant than man because the recurring phases of the 

moon coincided with the rhythm of her fertile life and she could observe 

the period of gestation, not only in herself but in the animals and in the 

seasonal reappearance of the plants. So she had a sense of time and the 

measurement of time was one of the earliest manifestations of 

constructive and systematic thinking'
2 
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The largest period of human history has been spent for gathering 

food by way of hunting animals and collecting lruits and vegetables from 

jungles. The division of labour among the hunter-gatherer and shifting 

cultivators was primarily based on age and sex and to some extent upon 

knowledge and leadership abilities
3

• 

Bernal regards the invention of technique of agriculture in the 

same rank with the discovery and utilization of fire and power 
4

. 

Development of agriculture and thereby consequent increase in food 

production necessitated the making of pot for storage of food grains. 

Actually, the use of pottery extended the range of cooking operations and 

improved the diet of man. Besides, the making of pots, spinning and 

weaving is again credited to \vomen, Bernal observes. 'forms of patterns 

produced in weaving and the number of threads involved in producing 

them are essentially of a geometrical nature. leading to a deeper 

understanding of the relation. between form and hunbcr
5 

•• This may be 

regarded as the fore nmner of weaving technology. 
, 

So it is logical to think that women s role m the process of 

development is very positive. 

But to reconstruct a connected account of women's involvement 

m the scientific activities and practices during the ancient period is a 

difficult task. The study of plants and plant life ultimately gave birth to 

the sciences like agriculture, medicine, arbori-horticulture etc. This 

branch of study emerged as V [k~siiyurveda came to be regarded as one of 

the sixty-four arts by Viit<yiiyana
6 

In the Bhiiryyiidhikiirikiikhyai[l adh1karai}a of the Kiimasiitra there 

IS instruction extended to the house mistress for creating gardens. A 

typical garden attached to a dwelling house is described in the 

Kiimasiitra. The house that the niigaraka builds for his residence shows 

his taste and love of beauty. Attached to the house there must be 

V[k~aviitika or a garden with wide grounds, if possible where flowering 

plants and fruit-trees can grow as well as kitchen vegetables'. The garden 

should be in charge of the mistress of the house. It is the duty of a good 

housewife says Viitsyiiyana, to procure the seeds of common kitchen 
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vegetables and medicinal herbs and plant them each in its season. The 

exact slltra is: 

miilakiilukapiilaiik[ damaniimriitakairbiiruka trapusabiirtiiku 

ku~miii}if.iiliibu siirai}a sukaniisii svaympguptii til a panJikiignimantha 

Ja§unapalii[Jif.u-prabh[tifliilp. sarbbau~adhinmp ca bijagrahmyup kiile 

biipasca
8

11 

(Vat.Kiim., III.29) 

English trans: (A house mistress) is to duly procure seeds of mil/aka, 

lrapusa (cucumber), pii/ankl, damana (not identifwd), iimrii, crbiiruk,, 

(kankur), biirttiiku (brinjal), aliibu (bottlegourd) ku~miiprJa (a kind of 

pumkin gourd), siirarza (esculent root akin to an1m) Sukaniisa (in Bengal 

it is cailcd Soniigiicch), svayarp.gupta (sukasimbi), tila-panyika ((sesame 

and betel leaf). agnimantha, lasuna (garlic), piiliiudu (onion) and such 

others. 

The direction is also given - Paripiite~u ca haritaSiikaba 

priimk~llstambiifijiraka sar~apiijamoda Satapu~pii tamiila gulmiiqEfca 

kiirayet 11
9 

( Vat.Kiim .. Ill.6) 

It is mentioned in the siitra that a house mistress should know as 

to how greens and vegetables are to be reared in specially prepared soil 

beds free of grits, sugarcane in clumps, stunted shrubs of mustard, jiraka, 

ajamoda, .5atapu~pa and similar herbs in patches and the tamiila trees in 

groves. 

Among flowers to be planted in the flower garden, mention is 

made of kubjaka, iimalaka, mallikli, jiiti, kur!ll}laka, navamallikii, 

Jagaranandyiivarta, japa etc., the shrubs include biilaka and usira which 

should be arranged in rows in the garden, yielding fragrance. The garden 

should be provided with arbors and with raised platforms here and there 

for recreation and rest. All these are the responsibilities of the mistress of 

a house which in many ways resemble the duties and responsibilities of 
/ 

the iirimiidhipati, a government officer referred to by Sukra, who was 

entrusted with the charge of constmction and maintenance of the public 
10 / 

parks and gardens (Suk.,Il.317~319). 
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Sukra says, 'The superintendent of parks and forests is he who 

knows of the causes of growth and development of flowers and fruits, 

who knows how to plant and cure the trees by administering proper soil 

and water at the suitable time, and who knows of their medicinal 

properties'. It is likely that a house wife's knowledge was much similar 

to that of the officer mentioned by Sukra. 

Interesting corroborative evidence regarding the horticultural 

knowledge of women in ancient period is furnished by the Deopiira 

inscription of Vfjayasena. In the relevant verse it is said - Through his 

grace the Briihmaf!aS versed in the Vedas have become the possessors of 

so much wealth that their wives have to be trained by the wives of the 

town people (to recognize) pearls, pieces of emerald, silver coins, jewels 

and gold from their similarity with seeds of cotton, leaves of §iika_. bottle 

gourd flowers, the developed seeds of pomegranates and the blooming 

±lowers of the creepers of pumpkin- gourd respectively
11

. 

From the verse quoted above, of the said inscription, one thing is 

evident that the women generally carried out the task of producing 

varieties of vegetables in the kitchen gardens attached to the their houses 

and thereby they developed practical knowledge in this branch of 

science. The common village briihmai}a wives were not accustomed to 

valuable jewels and pearls rather they were quite familiar with the shape 

and appearance of seeds of different fruits, vegetables and green leavcs.
12 

It appears that knowledge of women in horticulture was a common 

phenomenon. 

Beside the ancient texts, the folk traditions in the form of 

aphorisms may be taken into account to make a proper estimate of the 

contribution of women towards the development of agricultural 

knowledge in the ancient period. The aphorisms of Khanii provide strong 

evidence in favour of women's awareness and profound knowledge in 
. I I . 13 

agncu tura science . 

The following maxim of Khanii contains the direction of aerating 

the soil suitable for different plants and crops: 

Solo cii~e tulii, tiir ardhek miilii I 
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Tiir ardhek dhiin, binii cii~e piin II 

English trans: For the successful cultivation of cotton one has to plough 

the land 16 times, for radish 8 times, for paddy 4 times, and for betel niL 

In this context. G.P. Majumdar, the well-known botanist comments: 

'The soundness of the directions becomes at once manifest when one 

takes into consideration that cotton plant has an elaborate root system, 

radish is a herb, paddy is a surface feeder, and betel is a climber that 

produces numerous adventitious aerial roots' 
14

. 

It is well established now that the food of plant is manufactured in 

the green leaves. Before the establishment of the scientiftc tmth by 

modem research, Khanii in the remote antiquity had obviously the 

perception of this physiological phenomenon of plants. She also realized 

that the productive output of plant depends on the manufacture of food in 

the leaves. This is why she comments: 

Chiil bharii kumrii piitii I 

LakshmT balen iimi tathii II 

English trans: A gourd plant if bears numerous leaves (i.e. covers the roof 

with leaves) Lakshmi, the Goddess of wealth lives there. 

or 

Kala ruyc nii kiita pal I 

Tiilei kiipar tiitei bhiilll 

English trans: After you have planted the banana plants, do not cut off 

their leaves as this will bring to you both rice and clothing. 

Khanii 's wisdom about soil is evident in the following lines: 

Sun re biipu chii~iir be pi 
miilir madhye belejetii I 

Tiite Jodi bunis pafal 

tiitei tor ashiir safalll 

English trans: Oh my rustic boy, your desire will be fulfilled if you grow 

pointed gourd in the sandy alluvial soiL 
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After a thorough analysis of the K[fi-ParifSara and the sayings of 

Khanii, G.P. Majumdar comes to the conclusion: 'The striking 

resemblance between some of the aphorisms of Khanii relating to 

agriculture and some of the verses in the K[fi-PariiSara on the same 

subject may warrant us in the supposition that the authentic treatise in 

Sanskrit might have a good deal to do with the mythical author of the 

aphorisms of Khanii who carried the lessons contained in the K[fi

PariiSara to particular applications in minute details.
15 

The study of plants gave birth to another branch of science i.e. 

science of medicine which is known as Ayurveda. The literal meaning of 

Ayilrveda is the 'Science of life '
16

. 

The Kau!ilya ALthaSJstra recommends the construction of 

bhai~~·!fyag,rha at the north-west corner of the compound of a fort
17

• The 

same Arlha.S:is'tra refers to an organization which would stand behind the 

fighting force being equipped with physicians, surgical instmments, 

machines, remedial oils, and bandages. The women would prepare food 

and beverage for them 
18

• It is well known that food and beverage have 

great importance in the ayurvedic system of treatment and the women 

certainly proved themselves competent enough to bear the responsibility 

or preparing the diet of the patients. 

Women often leave their mark of talent in original thinking. A 

story of ASokiivadiina may be remembered in this context
19

. Once, 

Emperor Asoka fell ill. Tissarakkhii. his queen diagnosed the disease and 

cured the Emperor. The diagnosis was conducted by finding similar 

symptoms in another person and then eliminating various possibilities by 

the application of variety of treatment until the proper antidote was 

identified. R. Thapar comments that this event throws light on the 

medical analysis of the time
20

. Tissarakkhii's success in curing her 

husband by following a process of trial, error and elimination indicates 

her way of scientific thinking. It shows that she was well aware that 

experiment and observation are the basic requisites for any success in 

medical research. If the core of this episode may be appreciated without 

any patriarchal or religious bias, this lady in spite of being shaded with 
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criticism for some reasons in the Buddhist literature should be credited 

for her intellectual perception. 

The women in spite of having inherent talent and merit could not 

give expression to their intellectual urge due to absence of privilege of 

education. Still. amidst this situation, a few of them displayed their 

intellectual promise, but mostly in literature. Among women interested in 

science, the name of Riisi should be referred
2
I. This lady wrote a medical 

treatise on the diseases of women which was translated into Arabic in the 

eight century A.D. Riisii, certainly was a great authority on Gynaecology. 

It is reasonable to think that Riisi 's work was of a high order; unless it 

was a good piece of work, it would not have attracted the attention of the 

Arabic world. The medical scholars of the countries contributed much to 

the mutual enrichment of knowledge and in this exchange the 

contribution of a lady authority is simply fascinating in the history of 
"' medical science in ancient India--. 

Central to the idea of conservation of nature, has been the 

tradition of conceiving nature and earth as feminine entities. As the 

natural forces were typically seen as feminine a 'feminine principle' 

existed, a reflection of women's particular relationship to nature through 

the reproductive and productive work giving birth to children and 

feeding them and keeping healthy as they grow. This feminine principle 

ensured that the natural environment was not abused but was cared for 

and used carefully'
23

. The Vedas dedicate many hymns to Prthvf which 

is regarded as one of the important component element of environment. 

'Truth and moral order sustains her. She is the mistress of past and 

future, giver of the wide and wild-life world of human life'
24

• 'Earth is 

the upholder of moral order. The Earth is indeed a female entity whose 

loyalty and veracity was unquestionable'". Perhaps, challenged by Mara 
on his claim of attainment of the supreme knowledge, the Bodhisattva 

called veracious Earth to act as witness of his innumerable acts of virtue 

and piety. The event of Bodhisattva's calling the Earth to witness in 

view of the challenge of Mara and the pose of touching the Earth 

(BhiisparSa mudrii) are the unequivocal recognition to the women ethos. 
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Countless myths relating to Earth, unswervmg, steadfast pervade the 

Indian psyche in all regions, all levels of society giving rise not only to 

major cults but also making way for depiction of feminine spirit in art as 

well as in literature. 

Consequently corresponding imageries of women as close 

associates of nature is widely available in sculpture and literature. Every 

day duties and responsibilities to be extended to the plants and animals in 
/ 

the hermitage of Ki1(1va by Sakuntalii and other girls as portrayed by 

Kiilidiisa may be viewed as true perception of the role of women in 

conservation of nature. 

In this context the name of a Bishnoi woman should be 

mentioned. She is Amn"tii Devi after whose name a memorial has been 

built near Jodhpur. The Bishnoi religion was founded by Guru .lambaji in 

1451 who believed that the environment had to be protected in our own 

interest. 

ll was in 1730, the prince of Jodhpur needed wood to fuel lime 

kilns ror building a new palace and for that purpose sent troops for 

Idling khejadi tees. But more than 300 hundred Bishnois laid down their 

lives while trying to save their trees from being hacked by the prince's 

soldiers. They were led by young Amritii Devi. She had hugged a tree 

asking the soldier to cut her before felling the tree. Amritii Dcvi became 

a martyr and the Bishnois one by one followed her and sacrificed their 

life for protection of trees, animals and Mother Nature. When the 

appalled prince linally reached the spot and stopped his men, 363 

Bishnois already lay dead. 
27

. This is a unique instance of martyrdom of a 

woman for the noble cause of protection of trees which in wider 

perspective is to be viewed as selfless sacrifice for the cause of 

environmental protection. The event though occurred at a later time 

which is beyond the time limit of this discourse, yet it should be 

remembered that the women of this community are strong believer of 

traditional religion and ideology. 

The illustrated manuscript of the Hastividyifn;ava which was 

composed in 1734 A.D. under the order and inspiration of Ahom King 
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' -Siva Sinha and his Queen Ambikii Devi by Sukumar Barkath carries 

special value from the point of view of women history 
28

• For this great 

work Ambiki DevT's inspiration was equally countable with that of 

King Siva Sinha. The Queen's vision as well as urge for documenting 

the indigenous knowledge on the characteristics and behaviour of 

elephants adds a new dimension to gender study. S. Barua finds in it an 

indication of better position of women in Assam than elsewhere in 

I I
. 29 

ncia . 
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